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Consider an elliptic sesquilinear form defined on Y x Y by 
J[u, u] = au 5 au _ Ti a,k--+a,-v+a u- axkax, ax, , 
where Y is a closed subspace of Hi(Q) which contains C?(Q), 0 is a bounded 
Lipschitz domain in W, a,k, ak, a,, a o L,(Q), and Re a,&& > K > 0 for all 6~ C” 
with 151 = 1. Let L be the operator with largest domain satisfying J[u, o] = (Lu, v) 
for all v E Y. Then L + II is a maximal accretive operator in L,(0) for I a suf- 
ficiently large real number. It is proved that (L + #I2 is a bounded operator from 
Y to L,(Q) provided mild regularity of the coefficients is assumed. In addition it is 
shown that if the coefficients depend differentiably on a parameter t in an 
appropriate sense, then the corresponding square root operators also depend dif- 
ferentiably on t. The latter result is new even when the forms J are hermitian. 0 1985 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The questions listed below are open, even when 52 = R”. 
Let Sz denote an open subset of R”, let V be a closed subspace of the 
Sobolev space H’(Q) which contains C:(Q), and let J be the sesquilinear 
form defined on Y x V by 
where aJk, ak, ct,, aE L,(Q) and 
for all GE C” and some K >O. The corresponding operator L in L*(B) is 
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defined to be the operator with largest domain s(L) satisfying 
J[u, v] = (Lu, u) for all II E Y”. There exists &E Iw such that (L + AZ) is 
maximal accretive in L,(G)) for all R > &, and hence (L + RI) has a unique 
maximal accretive square root (L + 11)“‘. Note that (L + ,?Z)(1/2)* = 
(L + Az)*(1’2). Also note that g( (L + ,?.Z)“2) =B( (L + 1,Z)1’2) and 
{(L+ 1Z)“*- (L+&Z)1’2} extends to a bounded operator on L,(g). 
Question One. Is g((L. + 1Z)‘12) = +‘? If so, then g((L + 12Z)*(1’2’) = -Y- 
also, and 
J[u, 0-j + qu, 0) = ((L + ~zp2u, (L + Az)*(1’2) u) 
for all 24, vE PP. 
The answer to question one is affirmative if a,k = q [9]. 
Question Two. If a,, = E&, does (L + LZ)*j2 have bounded imaginary 
part? That is, does {(L+ LZ)1’2 - (L+AZ)*““‘) extend to a bounded 
operator on L*(Q)? 
Question Three. If the coefficients depend m times differentiably on a 
parameter t, do the corresponding square root operators also depend m 
times differentiably on t, as operators from Y to L2(L?)? 
The third question is open even when the forms J are hermitian, in 
which case it is well known that g((L + AZ)“‘) = Y. 
For background material on sesquilinear forms and square roots, see 
[6--S]. Various conditions under which Question One has a positive 
answer are surveyed in [9]. Subsequent o the writing of [9], it has been 
shown that Question One has a positive answer when $2 = Iw[2, 31, and 
when Sz = [w” provided Ija,k - 6,,jl < E,, where E, is a constant depending 
only on n Cl, 41. In each of these cases it is also assumed that the lower 
order terms are zero. 
Question One has become known as “the Kato problem.” It should be 
noted however that all three problems have been raised by Kato in connec- 
tion with his study of parabolic and hyperbolic equations in which the 
elliptic term is of the above type. An illustration of the significance of 
Question Three to hyperbolic equations is presented in [lo]. Actually 
Question Two also has implications for this application because the con- 
dition T, > Z stated there could be replaced by the conditions that T, is 
maximal accretive, Re T, 2 Z, and (Ti” - cT(1’2)) extends to a bounded 
operator on #. 
All three questions can be reduced to problems concerning the bounded- 
ness df certain multilinear expressions, as is done for Question One in 
[l-4]. The estimates contained in these papers have deep proofs, and it is 
not known whether they can be improved to fully answer the above 
questions when 51= W, let alone for more general domains 52. 
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The aim of this paper is to answer these questions affirmatively when the 
coefficients are &‘” multipliers for some s > 0, under appropriate conditions 
on Q and V. These conditions are all mild, but allow for the use of simpler 
methods than those used when the coefficients are in L,(lR”). 
2. ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
Let Z=&(Q), where Q is an open subset of R”, and let Y denote a 
closed subspace of the Sobolev space H’(Q) which contains Cr(Q). The 
usual norm 11.11 and inner product (. , . ) are taken on 2, while the norm on 
Y is 
Let B’(Q) denote the closure of C?(Q) in H’(Q). Consider the form J 
defined on Y x Y’” by 
ak(x) -g (x) u(x) + gx) 4x)-$ (x) 
k I 
+ a(x) u(x) v(x) dx, 
where a,k, ak, u,, a E L,(Q), and suppose that 
for all x E Q, & E C”, and some rc > 0. We are using the summation conven- 
tion. The corresponding operator L is given by 
Lu=-$ ajkE+a,u +a, 
> 
au 
J k ax+“” k 
for u E 9(L), where 
~(L)={uE”I~ILuEL,(Q) and J[u,u]=(Lu,u) foralluE”tr}. 
For example, if V = a’(Q), then 
9(L)= {uEfF(Q)ILuEL2(a)} 
and L is the Dirichlet operator. If V = H’(O), then L is the Neumann 
operator, while for suitable other choices of Y”, the operator L is that aris- 
ing from mixed boundary value problems. 
580/61.‘3-5 
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In the special case when the form is Jo, given by 
for all U, v E ^ Y-, the associated operator is denoted Lo and is given by 
L,u= -V%+u, 
where 
9(L,)= {UEY-IV ‘U E L2(Q) and J,[u, v] = ( -V’U, v) + (u, v) 
for all v E Y}. 
This is a Hilbert space with norm { llull’ + llV2ul12)“2. It is not necessarily 
true that 9(Lo) c H’(0). We define the spaces Y” for 0 6 s < 2 using com- 
plex interpolation by 
“fs= EL,(Q)> %Mls,2. 
In order to proceed, we make some regularity assumptions on the region 
52 and the coefficients. Let us first define the fractional order Sobolev 
spaces by complex interpolation, 
For 0 < s < $, we say that (8, Y) has property (R,) provided 
p(Q) = H”(Q) and Y1 +’ c H’+‘(Q). (Rs) 
This property holds, for example, if Y = k’(Q) or VA = H’(Q), provided D 
is a strongly Lipschitz bounded domain, i.e., Q E JV”‘,~, as can be shown on 
applying the results of [S]. It also holds if Q is a smooth bounded domain 
and Y = {U E H’(Q) 1 a( (r = 0}, where rr is a smooth subregion of the boun- 
dary of Q [ll]. Indeed property (R,) holds for a wide class of (52, Y), Q 
not necessarily bounded, though this is not the place to analyze it in detail. 
The-assumptions on the coefficients are made in terms of them being 
pointwise multipliers of H”(Q). We denote the space of such multipliers by 
M”(Q). That is, 
M”(Q)= {b~L,(i2)~bu~H”(Q) for all 24~iY~(Q)}, 
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and 
These spaces are well understood. For example, if Sz E .N’T~, then 
CO*‘(D) c M”(Q) when 0 < s < t $1, and also xno E M”(Q) if 0 < s < 4, where 
zoo is the characteristic function of Q, =Q, nQ with Q, EJV’,~ [12]. 
We are now in a position to state the main results of this paper. They 
provide positive answers to the three questions asked previously, provided 
certain mild regularity conditions are assumed. 
THEOREM 1. Let J denote the form defined above on Y x V, and let L be 
its associated operator. There exists Ao~ [w such that L+ iI is maximal 
accretive in % for all 2 > Lo. Suppose that (Q, Y) satisfies property (R,) for 
some s E (0,;). 
(a) If ajk,a,EMS(SZ) for 1 <j<n, l<k<n, then (L+11)‘/*~ 
.Y(T, X) for 12 Ao. 
(b) If+, ak, a,EW(Q) for 1 <jQn, 1 <k<n, then 
&q(L+1z)“*)=9((L+~I)*(1’2))=V-, A>&). 
THEOREM 2. Let J, Y, L, and A0 be defined as in Theorem 1, and sup- 
pose that Z@(Q) = H”(Q) for some s E (0, f). If a,k = q and aj - 5 E M”(Q) 
for l<j<n, l<k<n, then 
9((L+1z)“*)=q(L+Az)*(1’*)) = r, l2J.0, 
and (L + 1Z)li2 - (L + AZ)*(l’*) extends to a bounded operator on L*(Q). 
THEOREM 3. Let m = 0, 1, 2 ,.,.. Suppose that, for each t E [0, tl 1, forms 
J, are defined as above with common domain Y x 9’” and with K independent 
of t. Suppose also that (Q, Y) satisfies property (R,). Zf the coefficients 
ar,k, a,E C”YCO, tIl, L,(Q)) an d a&, a,jE Cm( [0, tl], M”(O)), then there 
exists 1, such that each associated operator (L, + AZ) is maximal accretive 
for A>A,, and 
(L, + w* E Crn( co, t11, av, L*(Q))). 
These theorems will be proved by expanding the square root operator as 
a power series in B, where B is an operator in @,+ 1 L2(Q) defined in terms 
of the coefficients, and then suitably estimating each term of the power 
series. This will be done in a more abstract Hilbert space framework. So we 
will now build up this framework and prove an abstract analogue of 
Theorem 1. 
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We remark that Theorem 1 has been known for some time in the case 
when the coefficients and domain are smooth and either V = B’(Q) or 
Y = H’(Q) [8]. For V corresponding to mixed boundary value problems, 
however, Theorem 1 appears to be new even when the coefficients and 
domain are smooth. 
3. OPERATOR THEORY 
Throughout this paper A denotes a closed operator from one complex 
Hilbert space Y? to another S, with domain V dense in Y?. The space V 
is a Hilbert space with norm 
Ml* = w1*+ ll~42)“2. 
The closure of the range of A is denoted W. Let U denote the partial 
isometry from S to S with kernel JV( U) = N(A) and range &? such that 
A = U JAI, where IAl = (A*A)‘/*. We note the following facts [7]: 
and 
A = u IAl = iA*1 u 
A* = u* [A*[ = IAl u*, 
where ]A*] =(AA*)‘12. Also, if s>O, then IA*J”U= U /AI”, and 
and 
N(A)=N(U)=A”(IAI”) 
Let E = U*U and E = UU*. Then E is the orthogonal projection of 2 




z 1 + T* IAl* E P(W, 
Q’“’ = 7’ IA*l” * 1 + r2 IA*12 ~-WV, 
Q =Q(‘)UE~~P(X H’) 7 r 9 9 
1 
P, = 
1 +r2 IAl2 E =a%), 
P,= l 
1 + 72 IA*12 E %w, 
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and 
T = t2 IA*12 
7 1 +r2 IA*12 
= A@ E L?(ti). 
Expressions such as that defining Qp) mean that Qp) =f( IAl), where 
f(L) = zS A’( 1 + r2A2)-‘. All these operators have norm < 1 as the defining 
functions are bounded by 1. We remark that Q,1P,zA. This means that 
the two operators are equal on the domain of P,zA, namely Y. 
If s > 0, let V” = 9( IAl “) and V = 9( IA * I”). These are Hilbert spaces 
with norms (Ilul12+ IIIA~“uI/~}“~ and {IIu~~~+ IIIA*IS~l12)1’2, respectively. 
Note, in particular, that Y’ = Y and V2 = 9(A*A). It is well known that 
the spaces VS and Vlr” interpolate in the complex sense. 
Also let 9I? = -Ir”n 9%‘. These spaces also interpolate, because 
L4?=9(I.4*I&), where IA*\, denotes the restriction of JA*l, to 9, 
regarded as a self-adjoint operator in ?I?‘. Note that 
AE~(V~,&?)~L?(Y~,&?~), so, by interpolation, A~9’(9’“‘+‘,&?) if 
0 6 s < 1. Indeed, it is not hard to verify that 
IIIA*I”Aull = II I~11+S41> uEv-l+S. 
The following multilinear expressions will be used in studying the square 
root problems: If B, E Z(S), C E 3(X, X), C’ E 2(X, &‘), define 
W-~N’(B, ..., Bk) = 1” Q: ‘fi’ (BIT,) B,P,E $, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
E J=l 
%,TJB, ,..., B,c, C) = j1 Qf fi (B,T,) CPJ$, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
E J=l 
and 
23’;( C’, B, ,..., B*)=j-‘EP,C’ fi (T7BI)Q+ k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
E J=l 
These operators are all bounded. (We use the convention that 
I-I,“=, (S,) = I.) Integrals of operators are defined using strong convergence. 
We also define 
%(B, ,..., B,)=s- lim WpN)(B,,..., B,J E--O N-+m 
if this limit exists, and similarly for %k(B1 ,..., Bk, C) and &(C’, B, ,..., Bk). 
Note, however that these operators do not necessarily exist in 9(X, 9’) 
or 5?(S). 
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However, any similar expression in which both the first and the last 
terms are of the type Q, cS) for 0 <s < 2 does define a bounded operator. 
Indeed we have the following lemma 131. 
LEMMA. Suppose that 0 -C s < 2, 0 < t < 2, and that 2, are operators in 
3’(s) depending continuously (in the strong topology) on z with 
sup llZ,I) < co. Then 




We now present an expansion for (A*(Z- B) A} 1’2. 
THEOREM 4. Let BE P’(s) with 11 B/I 6 p < 1. Suppose, for all 
0<~<N<co, that 
IIWpN)(B,..., B)ll 6 r,pk, 
where X2= 1 rkpk < co. Suppose also that %$(B,..., B) E Y(#, 2) and 
11 ‘%i(B,..., B) II 6 qkpk, 
where J?F= 1 qkpk < 00. Then A*(Z- B) A is a maximal accretive operator in 
2, 
{A*(&B)A}“‘= IAl -ikfl wk(&...,B)A 
E =qf-, 2) 
and 
II{A*U-WA) llA4l 
for all u E Y”. 
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Proof. Let J denote the sesquilinear form with domain Y x Y defined 
by J[u, o] = ((I-B) Au, Au). Then J is a closed regularly accretive form 
with associated operator L = A*(Z- B) A. Thus L is a maximal accretive 
operator in X [7]. Write 
L = VMU, 
where 
M= (A*I(I- B) !A*(. 
The operator M is maximal accretive in rEp, and has a unique maximal 
accretive square root Ml/*. Note that 
J-(/l*) c Jv(M*) = Jv”(M*(“*)) 
and M *(l/2) = Mu/*)*, so 
a(M”*) c w. 
Therefore 
(U*M’~*U)( U*M’/2U) = U*M!I*EM’I*U 
= U*(M’/*)*U 
= L. 
Moreover U*M”*U is maximal accretive, and so it is the unique maximal 
accretive square root of L. That is, 
L’/* = U*M’f*(J 
Therefore, if u~9(L), then UUE~(M) and (by the formula in [7]) 
2 L’4 =- u* 
‘It f 
m {I+ T*M} - ‘MUudz 
0 
=- f ‘U* 1; {T, - f Q:l)(fl,)kBQ:l)} Uu $ 
k=O 
(using the identity below) 
The lemma presented in the Appendix can now be used to interchange 
integration and summation and thus obtain the result (cf. Theorem 10.3 of 
C31). I 
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In proving the identity needed above, the following conventions are used. 
By VC T, it is meant that 9(V) c 9(T) and VU = Tu for all u E 9(V). Also 
S1S2 denotes the composed operator with 
~(S1S*)= {~W&)I&~W&)). 
The identity we need is 




u, UE9(M). (*) 
k=O 
As l[Blj < 1, the series converges absolutely in Y(s), so the right-hand 
side defines an operator in Y(s). Let S = r JA *I. Then (*) becomes 
Let us prove this. Note that at each step the equality or inclusion of 
domains needs to be checked. 
,{I-&}=S{&+U-B)$] 
= (Z+ S(Z- B) S} & 
:. S= {I+ S(Z- B) S} (&){I-BA}-‘. 
:. ;I+S(I-B)S}-lSc&{l-B&}-l. 
:. {I+S(I-B)S}-%(I-B)c& z (B&)*(1-B) 
k-0 
The two series are absolutely convergent and define operators in Y(s). 
The desired relationship is now obtained on multiplying on the right by S. 
In order to proceed, it is necessary to give conditions which imply 
appropriate bounds on Wk( B,..., B). Let us quote one known result on the 
square root of L=A*(Z-B)A [1,4-J. 
THEOREM 5. Let X = L2(W), X = 0, L2(Rn), A = V, Y = H1(W), and 
let B denote multiplication by a matrix of L, functions. Then there exists 
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c > 1, depending only on n, such that rk, qk < ck. Hence L112 E Y(‘f, %) if 
llBl[ <c-l, and 
llL1’241 G (1 -c IPII Jr’ II4L UEV-. 
Although the proofs of this theorem in [ 1,4] depend on a different 
expansion of L , ‘I2 they apply equally well to the expansion we are using. 
However the alternative expansion leads to a better result when n = 1, 
namely that L 1/2~ &?(Y 2) whenever llBl\ c 1, where B denotes mul- 
tiplication by an L, function [2, 31. 
We now present conditions which imply bounds on Wk(B,..., B) and 
which can be used to prove Theorem 1. Recall that 9” = V” A W. 
THEOREM 6. Let BE S(S) with l[Bll < p < 1, and SuppoSe, for some 
s E (0, l), that Blase 6ip(W, V”), and that 
II lA*l”wI GPSPII I~*IS41, MEWS. (Ysu,) 
Let 
L=A*(Z-B) A. 
Then L is a maximal accretive operator in 2, L’12 E Y(+“, &‘), and 
Proof. Recall that 
wk(B,..., B) = j= Q:(Z3Tr)k- ‘BP, E ;. 
0 
By assumption, there exists an operator B, E P’(W) such that ~~B,~~ < psp 
and 
(A*IS Blglz= B, IA*l”. 
Therefore 
%(B)= u* s,m Q:l-s'B,Q!"$ 
and 
Wk(B,..., B)= U* lrn Q!“(rrr,)“‘~Q!‘-“‘B.Q!“~, k> 1. 
0 
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By the Lemma, 
1l%(mll d K l-SK, lP,ll G “~,w, 
and 
II%(&.., ml G KlK, IIN-’ IIB,,~~ 6 qIC,/.&pk, k> 1. 
The same estimates are satisfied by Y#‘“p N)(B,..., B) for 0 c E < N c co, so 
Theorem 4 can be applied to give the result. 1 
In applying the above theorem we will use a condition equivalent to (ul,) 
when A has closed range, namely that BA( ye +? E J?( Y1 + ‘, US) and 
II IA*I”BA4l dwll M1+W, UEv”‘+S. (F) 
The equivalence of these conditions follows from remarks made early in 
this section and the fact that if A has closed range then A(V1+S) = 92”. 
We combine this observation with one other in the following corollary. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose A has closed range. Let F be a normal operator in 
L(X) satisfying 
Re(Fu, u) 2 K Ilull 2 
for all u E X and some K > 0. Suppose, for some s E (0, 1 ), that 
FAI+-I+,EY(Y~+~, V’), and that there exists a constant c > 0 for which 
II IA*l”f’Aull <c II IA11+S41, UEV-l+s. 
Let L = A*FA. Then L is a maximal accretive operator, L112 E 9(-Y-, .%?), 
and 
IIL1’2ull <c’IlAull, UEllr, 
where c’ = c’( K, II FII , s, c). 
Proof: Choose p > 0 and p E (0, 1) such that the numerical range of F is 
contained in the disc with centre p and radius pp. Let B = I- p- ‘F. Since 
A is normal, II BII d p. Now apply the preceding theorem with (vl,) replaced 
by ( W I 
We are finally in a position to prove Theorem 1. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
It suffices to prove this theorem for one value of I as this implies the 
result for all A 2 LO. 
(a) Extend (ujk) to an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix by defining uio = aj, 
aOk= ak, and aO,, = a + I, where A is chosen large enough that 
for all x~SZ and &EC=“+‘. 
We apply Theorem 7 with ~2’ and Y as specified, X’ = @,+ 1 L,(Q), 
A = [I, a/ax, )...) 8/axJT, and F the matrix of operators F,k, where Fjk 
denotes multiplication by the L, function +. Then 
J[u, u] + A(u, u) = (FAu, Au), u, UEY, 
and F is a normal operator in Y(X) satisfying 
Re(Fu, u) 2 K llul12, UES. 
It follows that L + II= A*FA, and that this operator is maximal accretive. 
We will show that FAl -yl+l E P(V’ +‘, F), and hence (since I A I 2 I) that 
II IA*I”F-W Gc II IAI’+=4, UE9f-1+S. 
The result is then a consequence of Theorem 7. 
The proof that FAlylrr~ Y(Y’+‘, V”) is broken up into three parts. 
Let 
and 
We will show that 
(i) A E 9’(Y’+‘, S”), 
(ii) FE Y(XS, A?), and 
(iii) XS c V. 
The result will then follow. 
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First consider (iii). It is easy to see that 
L*(f2)@(@ IP1(B))c9(A*)=v1 
n 
as A *u = uO - &,@x, on this set. So, by interpolation, 
We have assumed that I-!‘(a) = H”(Q), so X” c -Ir” as required. 
Part (ii) follows directly from the assumption that a&EMS(n) if 
1 <~<Fz, O<k<n. 
Finally, part (i) follows directly from the assumption that V1+S~ 
H’+“(Q), and the fact that [Z, a/ax,,..., a/ax,]‘~ Y(H’+S(Q), H”). 
(b) We see from part (a) that %‘“c~((L+~Z)“~). Using the extra 
assumption we obtain the corresponding result for the adjoint operator, 
namely Y c 9((L + AZ) *(lj2)). The required result, namely 
@(L + nz)“*) = S((z, + lz)*“‘2’) = Y, 
follows from these two [6, 8, 3). 1 
For the particular case when V = Z?(Q), the first part of property (A,) 
is not required. That is because 
in this case. 
5. DISCUSSION OF THEOREM 2 
We continue to develop the operator theory, and then apply it to prove 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that BO, BE-Y(#) with [IBoll, IJBII <p < 1, and 
that B, is self-adjoint. Suppose, moreover, that there exist operators 
CE Y(&‘, H), C’ E 9’(%‘, X), and Co E B(X) such that 
((B-B,,)Au, Av)=(Cu, Av)+(C’Au,v)+(Cou,v) 
for all u, v E ‘Y, and that for all E E (0, 1 ), 
II~~W.., B, CNI G wk 
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and 
II%“i(@, BOY.., BON1 G IkPk, k = 0, 1, 2 )...) 
where ~~=,, rkpk < co. suppose also that 
gk;r(&-, B, c) E z(z), Tk(c’, &I,-, &I) E y(x), 
ligk’k(&-, 4 c)li < (Ikpk 
and 
ll%“k(@, BO,..., Bdll < qkpk, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
where xpzOqkpk<m. Let L=A*(Z-B)A and LO=A*(Z-B,)A. Then 
9( L1/*) = 9(L~/*) = “tr, and 
/I (L1’2 - LA’*) 2411 
& f pkPp+WIICII + IlC’ll)+W+l) Iicoll +8qk)Iid, UEV”. 
k=O 
ProoJ Recall that 
L”*u= IAl U-SC ,z, Q:(BT,)iaQ,u$ 
and 
L;‘*u= IAl ~“1” f Q:(BoTJk B,Qzu$ UEV. 
= 0 k=O 
The second expression can be shown to hold for all u E V using the 
self-adjointness of Lo and the known fact that 9(Lh’*) = Y [7]. 
The integrals are absolutely convergent from 1 to 00, so, if u~9(L), 
Q,*(BT,Y(B- B,)(T,B,)“-‘Q,u$+ Ru, 
where REP’ and (since llT,ll < 1 and llQ,ll <i) 
IIRII .tkzopk+‘. 
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Therefore, since all integrals containing Co are absolutely convergent, 
f EP,C'(TJO)~Q~ 
k=O 
where R’ E Z(X), 
IIR’II G& f pk(&3+(k+ 1) IlCoII), 
k=O 
the operators Z, depend continuously (in the strong topology) on z, and 
II&II G f bkWII + IICII). 
k=O 
By the lemma in Section 3, we find that, jh QTZrQ,(dr/z) E Y(X), and 
On using the lemma presented in the Appendix to interchange integration 
and summation, we deduce that L112 - Lh12 extends to a bounded operator 
on X, namely 
(L1’2--;‘2)- =Gk;, {gk(B ,..., B, C)+b&(C’, B, ,..., Bo)}+R”, 
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llml G& f Pk{2P+wCII + Ila)+(k+l) IIGII}. 
k=O 
The result follows. 1 
THEOREM 9. Let F,, F2 be commuting self-adjoint operators in U(S) 
such that 
for all u E H’ and some K > 0. Suppose, for some s E (0, 1 ), that there exist 
operators GE g(Z, S’) n Y(Y”, Y”) and Go E Y(X) such that 
(F,Au, Av) = (Gu, Au) + (G*Au, u) + (Gou, u), u, VEY, 
and that there exists v, such that 
II l~“l”G4 Gv, II IAIS41, UE”lrS. 
Let L = A*(F1 + iFJ A and Lo = A*F, A. Then L is a maximal accretive 
operator, 54( L112) = g( Lhj2) = V, and 
6) II(L1’2-Lh’2)41 Gc lb4 UE+‘-, where c=ck IIf’lII, llF211, IIGII, 
IIGoll, s, v,). Moreover SS(L*(1’2)) = Y and 
(ii) II(L1/2- L*(l12)) 2411 <2c [lull, UEY. 
Proof Note that Lo is a positive definite self-adjoint operator and that 
g(Lh”) = Y. Let F= F1 + iF2. Choose ~1 >O and p E (0,l) such that the 
numerical range of F is contained in the disc with center ~1 and radius pp. 
Let Bo= I-p-IF,, B=I-p-IF, C= -p-lG, cI=c*, and 
Co= -/.-lG,. As Bo, B are normal operators, it follows that IIBoll, 
llBl[ < p. We now show that the hypotheses of Theorem 8 are satisfied. 
Recall that 
gk(B ,..., B, C) = j’ &:(fl,)“CP,P+. 
0 
By assumption, there exists an operator C,E U(Z, ~9’) such that 
IIC,II <CL-%, and JA*I”C= C, IAI” on VS. Therefore 
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and 
ci&(B ,..., B, C) = U* j; Q!‘)(BT,)k- 1BQ!2--s) C,Q$ k> 1. 
The lemma in Section 3 remains valid if Qp) is replaced by Qv) and if 
z, E 9(X, S). so 
Il%b(a ~~l-sw-lvs 
and 
Il%u,(B,..., B C)ll < ~1 K,P- ‘v/t k2 1. 
The same estimates are satisfied by %;(B ,..., B, C), Z&(C’, B,, ,..., B,) and 
ZT”;(C’, B,, . . . . B,). The bound (i) now follows as a consequence of Theorem 
8. The above methods also apply to give 
II (L *cl’*) - LA”) UII 6 c I[uII, UEY. 
The bound (ii) is obtained on combining this with (i). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. We use the notation introduced in the proof of 
Theorem 1, and apply Theorem 9 with F, = Re F, F2 = Im F, and G and Go 
defined by 
Gu=; [0, (a,--a,)~ ,..., (a,-ti,Ju]=, 
and G,u= (Im a) U, for UE L2(sZ). The fact that II IA*I”GuJI <v, II IAj”ull for 
UE Y” is a consequence of the hypotheses that Z@sZ) = H”(a) (hence 
Y = H”(Q)) and that a, - ti, E M”(Q). 1 
For the particular case when V=&‘(a), the assumption that 
k(g) = H”(0) can be dropped. 
6. DISCUSSION OF THEOREM 3 
On proceeding as in Section 4, Theorem 3 can be derived from the more 
abstract theorem below. The notation introduced in Section 3 is followed, 
together with the additional conventions that if R” or -lr” is taken with the 
norm or seminorm (1 iA*1 ‘~11, it is denoted L%?(” or V(‘). We also define 
a,,,,,= 1 if m=O and 6,,=0 if m#O. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose, for each TV [0, t,], chat B, E 2'(S) and 
)I B,ll <p < 1. Let m = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Suppose, for some s E (0, 1 ), that 
B, Ia E C*( [0, tl], 6R(W, H) n Y(@“‘, Vcs))). 
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Let L, = A*(Z- B,) A. Then 
L:” E Crn( [O, t1], Y(v-, Jr)). 
Indeed, if 
and 
then there exists c = c(s, m) such that 
Proof. We have seen in Theorems 4 and 6 that, for each t, 
L:/’ E .2’(Y, 2) and 
L;‘2 = (A( - 5 -IY;c(B,,..., B,) A. 
k=l 
Indeed, it is readily seen that the series converges absolutely in C( [0, tl], 
8(V, 2)). Moreover 
-$y -ly,(B,,..., B,) =
where Irnl =m,+m,+ ... +m, and (“,)=m!(ml! m2!...mk!)-‘. So 
%(Bt,..., 4) E C’YCO, t11, =W@‘, WI> 
and (from the proof of Theorem 6), 
= C,K m + ‘pkk”. 
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We conclude that L:/’ E C”‘( [0, t,], 5!‘(V, X)), 
-$J”)= -k~l,.~,(~)~(~B~,...,~B*)~+6,1~l, 
and 
It is now straightforward to prove Theorem 3 by showing that the 
operators defined in Section 4 have the appropriate differentiability proper- 
ties. Note that the operator A constructed in Section 4 satisfies IAl > I, so 
the norm (1 (A *Isul( is equivalent to the usual norm on 9”. 
APPENDIX 
We present a lemma which can be used to justify the change of order of 
integration and summation, as performed in Theorems 4 and 8. This 
lemma is taken from [3]. 
LEMMA. Suppose u(t), u,Jt) E C((0, co), Z), k = 0, 1,2 ,..., and 
(i) for all 0<6<M< co, ~up,~r~,~, lI~kN_O~k(t)-~(t)ll -+O as 
N--+CO, 
(ii) j; Us dt exists in 2 for all k, and 
(iii) there exists ck > 0 such that CpcO ck < co, and, for all 
Then 
(a) V= Cp=O Jg u,Jt) dt exists in 2, 
(b) II VI GC,Fzo II@ df) 41 < ~0, and 
(c) JF v(t) dt exists in X’, and jr u(t) dt = V. 
Proof: Parts (a) and (b) are straightforward. 
(c) Let E > 0. Choose N such that X2= N+ i ck c E. Then 
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and, for all 0~6 CM< 00, IIC&+I 56” uk(t) dtl\ <E, and hence by (i), 
Now choose O<&,<M, < co such that 
. III M . . u(t)dt-V <3&, /I 0<6~6,<M,~M<co. 6 
The result follows. 1 
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